
T H E O N L Y A U T H E N T I C K A M A D O



Born in Asia almost 3.000 years ago, the kamado is handcrafted and made of clay.

Enjoying great popularity in South America for the past 25 years, the kamado B10

is now 100% made in Europe and the only one following this traditional manufacturing

technique. Our factory located near Stuttgart, guarantees optimum quality products

due to the clay compound, developed by kamado B10 Germany and due to our

specialized and experienced potters. The KB10 is also made with sustainability in

mind: no emission of pollutants, minimal waste, durable materials and a lifetime

warranty for the clay parts.

The authentic Kamado

KB10 NanoKB10 GrandeKB10 GrandeKB10 Nano



The kamado B10 is designed to cook all types of dishes in the best way. The word

“Kamado” in Japanese means “cooking” in its broadest sense. Grilling, simmering,

roasting, smoking, baking, everything is possible in a KB10.

Thanks to its clay quality, you will reach very low temperatures at around 40 degrees

for simmering or smoking, but also temperatures high enough for baking pizzas or

working with a wok. In addition to being very practical and very easy to use, our

kamado B10 will provide all your dishes with incomparable flavours that only its

clay compound can transmit. In addition, being made of clay allows it to guarantee

constant heat for hours and hours despite a very low consumption of charcoal (500

g for the KB10 Nano and 1500 g for the KB10 Grande) rendering it very economical

and ecological in its use.

The authentic taste of Kamado



Because it is being hand made, each kamado B10 is unique and therefore has its

own serial number. From an artist-painted collection, to a personalised choice of

colour or a branded with a logo as a corporate gift, anything is possible to make

your everlasting kamado B10 individual.

The only customizable Kamado

KB10 Art MoMA Red KB10 Art Signature

The process

KB10 Art MoMA White



kamado B10 Germany offers you, through its website www.kamadob10.eu, access

to all information.

Better: Having our office and (manu)factory in Germany allows us to be close to

our customers and offer you the best possible service.

The authentic Kamado in Europe

Presentation at Terre de Haut - GuadeloupePresentation at "Stiens Beef" - Germany

Journées d’Octobre et Folie’Flore - Parc Expo, MulhouseThe kamadoB10 Germany booth- L’Alsace, Oct. 2020

La Nurserie du Golfe - Morbihan Paris - Boulevard St. GermainPresentation in Corsica



kamado B10 Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)170 7765756
Mail: info@kamadob10.eu

Brückenstr. 2
73061 Ebersbach and der Fils

Germany

www.kamadob10.eu

H A N D M A D E I N G E R M A N Y


